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Practicability of Multi-Artery Fractional 
Flow Reserve (FFR) Method in the 

Assessment of Some Stenotic Coronary 
Artery Configurations in Percutaneous 

Coronary Intervention (PCI) Procedures

Abstract
Background: The multi-artery fractional flow reserve (FFR) method takes into ac-
count stenosis-stenosis interaction often encountered in some configurations of 
coronary multi vessel disease (MVD) scenarios. The multi-artery FFR formulas of 
actual FFR (FFRreal) are in principle dependent not only on stenosis but also on the 
relative microvascular resistances of the involved end-arteries and may therefore 
vary from one patient to another, compromising the practicability of the method. 

Objectives: In this article the possible effect of relevant microvascular resistances 
on the numerical multi-artery FFR values is explored in order to assess the practi-
cability of the multi-artery FFR method.

Methods: A basic ad-hoc model of the coronary microvasculature is proposed and 
a quantitative relationship between the epicardial arterial morphology and the 
associated microvascular resistance is established.

Results: It turns out that in stenotic 3-artery configurations of sizable coronary 
arteries (LMCA, LAD, LCx, RCA and occasionally sizable D1, M1 etc.), in examples 
within ordinary statistical variation of morphology, multi-artery FFR exhibits ac-
ceptable variations of just ± 0.02 in the low and intermediate stenosis severity 
ranges. The multi-artery FFR proves useful also in arterial (sizable)'mother'-(small) 
'daughter' relationships, yielding very simple pressure-ratio formulas for FFRreal of 
each artery.

Conclusions: In the low and intermediate stenosis severity ranges, morphological 
statistical variations (from patient to patient) do not affect significantly the multi-
artery FFRreal values in stenotic 3-artery configurations of sizable coronary arteries 
as well as in (sizable)'mother'-(small)'daughter' configurations. The multi-artery 
FFR method can be therefore applied reliably in such cases, yielding correct FFRreal 
numerical results. 

Keywords: Fractional flow reserve; Multi-artery; Effect of down-stream artery 
stenoses on lMCA; Percutaneous coronary intervention; Quantitative coronary 
angiography
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Introduction
Multi-artery FFR vs single-artery FFR
When the FFR method has been introduced [1], it had some 
virtues that rightfully placed it in the highest class of coronary 
stenosis assessment techniques. Rather than focusing on the ste-
nosis itself, it deals with the consequences of the stenosis and it 
is defined as the remnant blood flow through the stenotic artery 
relative to the flow through the artery in its original non-stenot-
ic state, under conditions of minimal microvascular resistance. 
Minimal microvascular resistance can be achieved either by 
pharmacologically induced hyperemia for the duration of the in-
tracoronary pressure measurements (as in the basic FFR method 
[1]) or by limiting the measurements to the period of the tempo-
ral minimum of the microvascular resistance during part of the 
diastole (as in the iFR method [2]). Unless otherwise stated or 
implied, for comparison or other purposes (Appendices A and 
B), it will be assumed in this article that conditions of minimal 
microvascular resistance apply in the arterial scenarios under 
consideration. 

By its basic definition, FFR is the ratio of the flow Qs through the 
stenotic artery and the presumable flow Qo through the artery in 
its precedent stenosis-free state:

FFR=Qs/Qo (1)

It was experimentally established [3] that stenotic arteries with 
FFR<0.75 should be treated by revascularization whereas the 
ones with 0.85<FFR can be treated by medical therapy alone. 
In the treatment of the ones with the FFR belonging to the gray 
range of uncertainty, 0.75 ≤ FFR ≤ 0.85, additional clinical factors 
should be taken into account in order to reach the correct treat-
ment decision. 

FFR was introduced as a single-artery stenosis assessment index. 
In the case of a single vessel disease (SVD) with the aortic pres-
sure on the proximal side of a stenosis, FFR is termed the true FFR 
(FFRtrue). FFRtrue of an end artery under such conditions is obtained 
from numerical values of intracoronary pressure measurements 
[1]:

FFRtrue=Pd/Pa (2)

Pa - mean aortic pressure

Pd - mean distal pressure

Pa is the mean aortic driving pressure that forces the blood 
through the stenotic artery via its associated microvasculature 
into a particular region of the myocardium. From pressure-resis-
tance-flow calculations one gets [1]:

FFRtrue=1/(1+Rs/Rmv) (3)

Rs - stenosis resistance

Rmv - microvascular resistance associated with the artery

As can be seen from equation (3), FFRtrue is dependent on Rmv. 
In case of past myocardial infarction (MI), part of the supplied 
region of the myocardium has been lost, it turned into scar tissue 

and its activity and blood consumption ceased. Perhaps paradox-
ically, under the new circumstances, the amount of blood sup-
plied by the stenotic artery may be sufficient to cover the needs 
of the remaining (smaller) part of the supplied region of the myo-
cardium. Not evident at first sight, but this too is reflected in the 
expression of FFRtrue in equation (3). Loss of part of the formerly 
supplied region of the myocardium means loss of some arteriole-
capillary complexes (Appendix A and B). Since all these complex-
es are in a parallel configuration, a loss of some of them results 
in an increase of Rmv (in analogy with electrical resistors). This in 
turn reduces the denominator in equation (3) which results in a 
greater FFRtrue, indicating improvement and possibly an adequate 
blood flow to the remaining part of the supplied region of the 
myocardium. This is one of the important virtues of the FFR ap-
proach but in this article only cases that involve no pathology in 
the microvasculature will be dealt with. The purpose of this re-
striction is not to lose the 'physiologic match' between the artery 
size and the extent of its natural perfusion region from which 
originates the resistive relationship between the geometrical vis-
cous resistance of the epicardial artery stem and its associated 
microvascular resistance (Appendix B). 

In the FFR approach collaterals are usually also taken into ac-
count. Collaterals to the distal segment of a stenotic artery raise 
Pd thus improving the condition of the artery and increasing FFR-
true (Equation (2)). This article focuses on other salient features of 
FFR in the MVD arena and therefore for the sake of simplicity cas-
es with collaterals will not be considered directly in the formulas. 
However, through the actual increase of FFRtrue, indirectly col-
laterals do affect the multi-artery FFR by the elevated measured 
distal intravascular pressures. Also, only localized stenosis (ordi-
nary and diffuse) will be considered in the article, diffuse stenosis 
involving the whole length of an artery will not be considered. 

In its basic form, as a single-artery coronary stenosis severity in-
dex, the FFRtrue approach accounts very well for SVD cases. Cases 
of two or more stenosis in the same artery are also successfully 
handled within the frame of the basic FFR approach [4]. FFR has 
demonstrated its superiority over the angiographic coronary 
stenosis assessment method in the famous FAME study [5]. In 
the FAME study however only very simple MVD cases were con-
sidered. Cases of stenotic LM artery as well as post CABG cases 
were excluded. Each MVD case consisted of two or three stenotic 
major arteries (LAD, LCx, RCA) that were each treated as a sepa-
rate and independent SVD case by the very basic single-artery 
FFR approach.

When an MVD case cannot be decomposed into simple indepen-
dent SVD cases, the basic single-artery FFR approach can no lon-
ger provide guidance for the practitioner in the assessment of 
coronary stenosis, because of the stenosis-stenosis interaction. 
An important example is a stenotic LM coronary artery and a con-
comitant downstream stenotic artery (LAD or LCx). In this case 
the flows in the LAD and LCx arteries are interdependent because 
of the stenosis-stenosis interaction with the LM coronary artery. 
An attempt to approximate the FFRtrue of the LM artery (by the 
apparent FFR) within the basic single-artery FFR approach may 
be considered reasonable only when the stenosis-stenosis inter-
action is low (i.e. low downstream stenosis) [6-8]. 
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In the general MVD case, in the presence of significant stenosis-
stenosis interaction, the single-artery FFR method is no longer 
valid, it is even misleading and one needs consequently to resort 
to the multi-artery FFR approach [9]. The multi-artery FFR ap-
proach has been introduced in order to cope with non-negligible 
stenosis-stenosis interactions in the coronary MVD arena. The 
method has been demonstrated by treating a 3-artery configura-
tion of a stenotic LMCA and a concomitant stenotic downstream 
sizable 'daughter' artery (LAD or LCX artery) [9].

In this article the multi-artery FFR method is generalized and its 
applicability is extended to additional stenotic 3-artery configu-
rations of sizable coronary arteries as well as to typical coronary 
'mother'-'daughter' configurations. The multi-artery FFR of a 
3-artery configuration of the type [stenotic conductance-artery]-
[two end-arteries/only one stenotic] is in principle dependent on 
the ratio δ of the microvascular resistances of the two end-arter-
ies (Section 3.2). This suggests a possible morphology-dependent 
variation of the multi-artery FFR formula from patient to patient 
as well as a variation from one stenotic 3-artery configuration to 
another within the same patient (should such a rare event take 
place). This article addresses the need to look into this issue and 
see if it compromises the practicability of the multi-artery FFR 
method. The meticulous studies of the numerical examples of 
stenotic 3-artery configurations of sizable coronary arteries in [9] 
and in this article (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) indicate however that the 
ratio δ of the microvascular resistances has practically an insig-
nificant effect on the multi-artery FFR. This enables the practitio-
ner to be eventually 'mathematics-free' during a PCI procedure 
(despite the abundance of mathematics in this article) and carry 
out the PCI 'armed' with just 3 pre-calculated numerical tables 
while assessing such 3-artery configurations, as will be shown in 
this article (see also Discussion). 

Stenotic 3-Artery Configuration: Some 
Specific Considerations
In the formal introduction of the multi-artery FFR approach the 
stenotic LMCA-LAD-LCx configuration was used as an example 
[9]. In the calculations it was taken into account that the mean 
dimensions of the stems of the LAD and LCx arteries (length, radii 
and the rate of tapering) are very similar and that therefore the 
mean microvascular resistances associated with these arteries 
are equal [9]. In the present article, the multi-artery FFR method 
is generalized and its capability is extended to resolve not just 
the LMCA-LAD-LCx configuration but also other stenotic 3-artery 
configurations of sizable coronary arteries of a patient. The cal-
culations are based in principle on the actual dimensions of the 
patient's epicardial artery stems rather than on their statistical 
mean values. These morphological data are needed in order to 
obtain eventually the ratio between the microvascular resistanc-
es associated with the two end arteries of the configuration (Ap-
pendix B). The morphological data however vary in practice from 
one configuration to another, even for the same patient (should 
the unfortunate patient have 2 such stenotic configurations…). 
The obvious question is how sensitive indeed are the multi-artery 
FFR calculations to variations of the ratio δ of the microvascular 

resistances of the two end-arteries of the configuration and does 
it affect the practicability of the multi-artery FFR method. This 
issue will be explored in this article in detail.

The stenotic 3-artery configurations of sizable arteries consid-
ered in this article meet the following 2 conditions:

1. Each configuration consists of a stenotic artery that is, or 
can be functionally regarded, a conductance-artery that 
leads to, or bifurcates into, two end-arteries of which one 
is stenotic and the other one is stenosis-free.

2. The proximal pressure in the stenotic conductance artery 
is equal to, or very close to, the aortic pressure.

The purpose for these restrictive conditions is the applicability 
of the method to a number of important 3-way arterial intersec-
tions in the epicardial network (e.g. a sizable stenotic 'daughter' 
artery that splits off a proximally stenotic sizable 'mother' artery) 
that are preceded by a non-stenotic artery that maintains near-
ly an aortic driving pressure all the way to the beginning of the 
configurational stenotic conductance artery. The most important 
configuration of this kind is the LMCA-LAD-LCx configuration with 
a stenotic LMCA and a stenotic LAD (or LCx) artery. There are 
however also other possible cases. For example, a 3-artery con-
figuration consisting of a proximally stenotic LAD artery with a 
sizable stenotic first diagonal D1 and a non-stenotic remainder 
of LAD with this whole configuration preceded by a non stenotic 
LMCA (Section 4.2). Since LMCA is stenosis-free in this case, dis-
regarding its negligible geometrical viscous resistance, the aortic 
pressure is maintained all the way to proximal LAD and forms the 
driving pressure through the configuration. Similarly, a relevant 
3-artery configuration can be a stenotic proximal LCx artery with 
a stenotic sizable first marginal M1 and a non stenotic remainder 
of LCx artery with the configuration preceded by a non stenotic 
LMCA. There can be in principle also other relevant configura-
tions not described here.

The advantage of dealing with 3-artery stenotic configurations of 
sizable arteries in which only one end artery out of two is stenotic 
is that usually such a configuration can be resolved in practice by 
a relatively simple 2-variable numerical tabulation [9]. Although 
an algebraic solution is available, if tables can be prepared well 
in advance of the PCI procedure, they offer the benefit of provid-
ing also immediate information about the greater picture like the 
sensitivity of the actual FFR (FFRreal) to variations of each of the 
FFRtrue(1) and FFRtrue(3) auxiliary variables (Figure 1 and Tables 
1-3 in [9]). The very same tables yield immediate information re-
garding the resulting FFRreal of each artery of the configuration in 
case the practitioner considers revascularization of any stenotic 
artery of the configuration. 

Note that stenotic 3-artery configurations with both end-arteries 
stenotic cannot be resolved by means of a simple 2-dimensional 
tabular method because they involve 3 auxiliary variables (FFR-
true(1), FFRtrue(2) and FFRtrue(3)) in addition to the microvascular 
resistance ratio δ associated with the two end-arteries (for δ, 
Section 3.2). Fortunately, δ can be practically set constant at δ=1 
under certain circumstances thus enabling the use of a tabular 
method in the case of just one stenotic end artery in appropriate 
stenotic 3-artery configurations, as will be shown in this article.
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Pa R1s Pp R2mv

Q1 Artery 1 Artery 2

Artery 3

Q2

Q3

R3s

R3d

R3mv

Figure 1 First subscript of resistance R indicates the artery number (1, 2 or 3) and the second subscript indicates 
the type of resistance (s-stenotic, mv-microvascular). Pa and Pv are the mean aortic pressure and the 
nearly zero pressure of the venous bed respectively. Qi is the blood flow (volume units per unit of 
time) in artery i (i = 1, 2, 3). In the analysis of the specific MVD scenario in this article, Artery 1 is a 
stenotic conductance artery (R1s≠0), Artery 2 is a stenosis-free end-artery and Artery 3 is a stenotic 
end-artery (R3s≠0). The intracoronary pressures Pp and P3d are given in the text by expressions (4). 
Pressure-resistance-flow scheme of a stenotic 3-artery configuration.

FFRtrue

(LM) FFRtrue (LAD)

1 0.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.9 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.96
0.85 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94
0.8 0.8 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.85 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.9 0.92

0.75 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.8 0.81 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.89
0.7 0.7 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.79 0.81 0.83 0.85 0.87
0.6 0.6 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.67 0.69 0.71 0.73 0.75 0.78 0.81
0.5 0.5 0.52 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.55 0.57 0.59 0.62 0.64 0.67 0.7 0.73
0.4 0.4 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.65
0.3 0.3 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.44 0.47 0.5 0.54
0.2 0.2 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.34 0.37 0.41
0.1 0.1 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.21 0.23
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Calculated FFRapp (LM) (=FFRreal(LCx)=Q(s)LCx/Q(o)LCx)-under the influence of LAD-LM stenosis-stenosis interaction (Configurational microvascular 
resistance ratio δLAD/LCx=0.57)

Table 1 FFRapp(LM) is the apparent FFR(LM) that can be obtained by intracoronary FFR pressure measurements from the relationship FFRapp(LM)=Pp/
Pa. FFRtrue(LAD) is also measurable, FFRtrue(LAD)=P3d/Pp. The FFRapp(LM) entries are different from FFRtrue(LM) values of single LM artery because 
of the stenosis-stenosis interaction between LM and LAD arteries (LCx artery is stenosis-free). Note that LCx artery flow is affected too and that 
FFRapp(LM)= FFRreal(LCx) (see text). Q(s)LCx is the LCx artery flow when LM and LAD arteries are stenotic while LCx artery is stenosis-free. Q(o)LCx is the 
LCx artery flow when all 3 arteries are stenosis-free. The FFRapp(LM) values that constitute the first column of the table are FFRapp (LM)=FFRtrue(LM) 
because they correspond to FFRtrue(LAD)=1.00 (i.e. non-stenotic LAD artery). Note that within the FFR 'gray zone' the FFRtrue table scale is expanded 
for both LM and LAD arteries. Values of FFR ≤0.2 never considered in practice are used in the table solely for mathematical illustration purposes. 
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The Multi-Artery FFR Method and the 
Effect of Microvascular Resistance 
Essentials of the multi-artery FFR approach
In the following, some essentials of the multi-artery FFR ap-
proach in the assessment of a stenotic 3-artery configuration will 
be discussed. The configuration under consideration in this ar-
ticle is given in Figure 1.

It is in principle the type of configuration treated in the formal 
introduction of the multi-artery FFR approach [9]. However, the 
stenotic conductance artery (Artery 1 in Figure 1) does not nec-
essarily originate from the aorta although its proximal pressure 
is taken to be the aortic pressure. Artery 1 of Figure 1 can be a 
stenotic LMCA but it might as well be a stenotic proximal LAD ar-
tery preceded by non stenotic LMCA, so that the aortic pressure 
is maintained all the way to the origin of LAD artery (disregarding 
the negligible geometrical viscous resistance of LMCA), combined 

FFRtrue

(LM) FFRtrue(LAD)

1 0.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0
1 1 0.94 0.9 0.87 0.84 0.81 0.75 0.68 0.62 0.55 0.49 0.43 0.36

0.9 0.9 0.85 0.82 0.8 0.77 0.74 0.69 0.63 0.58 0.52 0.47 0.41 0.35
0.85 0.85 0.8 0.78 0.76 0.73 0.71 0.66 0.61 0.56 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.34
0.8 0.8 0.76 0.76 0.72 0.69 0.67 0.63 0.58 0.54 0.49 0.44 0.39 0.33

0.75 0.75 0.71 0.69 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.6 0.56 0.51 0.47 0.42 0.37 0.32
0.7 0.7 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.62 0.6 0.56 0.53 0.49 0.45 0.41 0.36 0.31
0.6 0.6 0.58 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.53 0.5 0.47 0.44 0.4 0.37 0.33 0.29
0.5 0.5 0.48 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.41 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.3 0.27
0.4 0.4 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.34 0.32 0.3 0.28 0.26 0.24
0.3 0.3 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.2
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.15
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Calculated FFR real(LM)=Q(s)LM/Q(o)LM-under the influence of LAD-LM stenosis-stenosis interaction (Configurational microvascular resistance ratio 
δLAD/LCx=0.57)

Table 2 Q(o)LM is the flow through the LM artery when LM, LAD and LCx arteries are stenosis-free. Q(s)LM denotes the LM artery flow when LM 
and LAD arteries are stenotic while the LCx artery is stenosis-free. The FFRreal(LM) derivation method is described within the text. FFRtrue denotes 
the familiar FFR of a single stenotic artery while all other arteries are stenosis-free. Note that within the FFR 'gray zone' the FFRtrue table scale is 
expanded for both LM and LAD arteries. Also, the FFRreal(LM) of the first column of the table is equal to FFRtrue(LM) because the column corresponds 
to non-stenotic LAD (i.e. FFRtrue(LAD)=1.00). The low values FFR ≤ 0.2, never considered in practice, are used in the table just for mathematical trend 
indication.

FFRtrue (LM) FFRtrue (LAD)
1 0.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0

1 1 0.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0
0.9 0.9 0.82 0.77 0.73 0.69 0.64 0.55 0.46 0.37 0.28 0.19 0.1 0

0.85 0.85 0.77 0.73 0.69 0.65 0.61 0.53 0.45 0.36 0.27 0.18 0.09 0
0.8 0.8 0.73 0.69 0.66 0.62 0.58 0.51 0.43 0.35 0.26 0.18 0.09 0

0.75 0.75 0.69 0.65 0.62 0.59 0.55 0.48 0.41 0.33 0.25 0.17 0.09 0
0.7 0.7 0.64 0.61 0.58 0.55 0.52 0.45 0.39 0.32 0.24 0.17 0.08 0
0.6 0.6 0.55 0.53 0.51 0.48 0.45 0.4 0.34 0.28 0.22 0.15 0.08 0
0.5 0.5 0.46 0.45 0.43 0.41 0.39 0.34 0.3 0.25 0.19 0.13 0.07 0
0.4 0.4 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.33 0.32 0.28 0.25 0.21 0.16 0.12 0.06 0
0.3 0.3 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.19 0.16 0.13 0.09 0.05 0
0.2 0.2 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.04 0
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.02 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Calculated FFRreal(LAD)=Q(s)LAD/Q(o)LAD-under the influence of LAD-LM stenosis-stenosis interaction (Configurational microvascular resistance ratio 
δLAD/LCx=0.57)

Table 3 FFRreal(LAD) can be obtained by pressure measurements from the relationship FFRreal(LAD)=P3d/Pa (see text for tabulation method). FFRtrue(LAD) 
is also measurable, FFRtrue(LAD)= P3d/Pp. Q(o)LAD is the flow through the LAD artery when LM, LAD and LCx arteries are stenosis-free. Q(s)LAD denotes 
the LAD artery flow when LM and LAD arteries are stenotic while the LCx artery is stenosis-free. FFRtrue denotes the familiar FFR of a single stenotic 
artery while all other arteries are stenosis-free. Note that within the FFR 'gray zone' the FFRtrue table scale is expanded for both LM and LAD arteries. 
Also, the FFRreal(LAD) of the first row of the table is equal to FFRtrue(LAD) because the row corresponds to non-stenotic LM (i.e. FFRtrue(LM)=1.00). 
Values of FFR ≤ 0.2, never considered in practice, are used in the table just for mathematical trend indication.
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with a stenotic sizable D1 artery to form a '3-artery' configuration 
(proxLAD-D1-remainingLAD). There are several 3-artery configu-
rations (with proximal aortic pressure) occasionally encountered 
in the PCI practice that are appropriate for such multi-artery FFR 
application, some of which will be listed later on.

Prior to turning to multi-artery FFR formulas, let's present the 
mean pressures Pp and P3d at two particular points of Figure 1 [9]. 
These mean pressures are expressed in terms of the appropri-
ate resistances R the numerical subscripts of which indicate the 
artery number (1, 2, 3) whereas the letter subscripts indicate the 
type of resistance (s-stenotic, mv-microvascular):

Pp= Pa/{[(R1s/R3mv)/(R3s/R3mv+1)+R1s/R2mv]+1}                    (4) 

P3d= Pa/{(R1s/R3mv+R3s/R3mv)+(R1s/R2mv)∙( R3s/R3mv+1)+1}

Pp and P3d are dependent on 3 variables: (R1s/R2mv), (R1s/R3mv) and 
(R3s/R3mv). In FFR terminology these intracoronary pressures are 
eventually expressed in terms of 3 other variables: FFRtrue(1) and 
FFRtrue(3) (FFRtrue of Arteries 1 and 3 respectively in Figure 1) and 
the microvascular resistances ratio δ (δ=R3mv/R2mv). It should be 
noted that FFRtrue denotes the familiar FFR of a single stenotic 
artery with all other arteries virtually stenosis-free. Within the 
multi-artery FFR approach, FFRtrue of an artery can be regarded 
as the basic FFR of the artery (e.g. revascularization is taken to 
yield FFRtrue=1.00 for the artery but it does not necessarily imply 
FFRreal=1.00). FFRtrue of an artery is expressed in terms of stenotic 
and microvascular resistances precisely as in the single-artery 
FFR approach but because of stenosis-stenosis interaction FFRtrue 
is no longer equal to the Qs/Qo of the artery (Qs and Qo are the 
actual flow through the artery and the flow through the artery 
in the virtual all-stenosis-free state respectively). FFRtrue(1) and 
FFRtrue(3) served as auxiliary variables by which the actual FFR, 
namely FFRreal=Qs/Qo, of each artery was expressed [9]. It should 
be also noted at this point that in the multi-artery FFR formal 
introduction article the microvascular resistances ratio variable δ 
was preset to δ=1 (R3mv=R2mv) and therefore the FFRreal character-
ization of each of the arteries forming the 3-artery configuration 
LMCA-LAD-LCx was practically dependent only on 2 variables, 
FFRtrue(1) and FFRtrue(3), enabling a tabular resolution [9]. Tables 
1-3, that could be all prepared and kept ready prior to commenc-
ing a PCI procedure (Discussion), could yield the FFRreal condition 
of each artery and they could also yield the FFRreal condition of 
each artery upon virtually exercising each of the revasculariza-
tion options. Perhaps an equally important virtue of the tables 
was their demonstration of the quantitative effect of the steno-
sis-stenosis interaction on each artery. Without this interaction, 
the FFR of each artery would remain at the basic level of FFRtrue, 
as if all other arteries were stenosis-free. The tables showed that 
because of the stenosis-stenosis interaction, the FFR of each ar-
tery was transformed from its basic FFRtrue value into the actual 
FFRreal value that could differ considerably from FFRtrue. With a 
scale resolution of ΔFFRtrue=0.02 (chosen by taking into account 
the accuracy level of the results in [9]), the tables are of a me-
dium physical size and each could be prepared in advance in a 
hard-copy form for the practitioner to easily access each of the 
table elements during the PCI procedure.

The directly measurable FFRreal expressions of the arteries in Fig-
ure 1 of [9] were: 

FFRreal(2)=FFRapp(1)=Pp/Pa (FFRapp denotes the apparent FFR) (5)

FFRreal(3)=P3d/Pa (6)

FFRreal(1) was not directly measurable but it could be obtained 
from the following expression:

FFRreal(1)={ [1- FFRapp(1) ]/[1- FFRtrue(1) ] }∙ FFRtrue(1) (7)

FFRtrue(1) also could not be obtained directly. Since the numerical 
value of FFRapp(1) was known, therefore Table 1 of FFRapp(1) could 
be used in the search for FFRtrue(1) [9]. 

As the very first step in the tabular method, the numerical 
value of FFRapp(1)=Pp/Pa was crossed with the numerical value 
of FFRtrue(3)=P3d/Pp in Table 1 to obtain the numerical value of 
FFRtrue(1). Knowing FFRtrue(3) and FFRtrue(1), the value of FFRreal(1) 
could be then derived from Table 2 and the value of FFRreal(3) 
from Table 3.

With the FFRreal values of all the arteries in the configuration 
known, if not satisfactory, one could explore the potential effect 
of revascularization of artery 1 or artery 3, by setting the FFRtrue of 
the revascularized artery in turn to 1.00 and using the appropri-
ate tables and formulas [9]. The trivial option of revascularizing 
both arteries would always offer a possible resolution but that 
would be chosen only if the two stenotic arteries of the configu-
ration were both highly stenotic and revascularization of just one 
of them would not sufficiently affect the other (through stenosis-
stenosis interaction) to result in acceptable FFRreal for all arteries 
of the configuration.

Microvascular Resistance Effect
In the formal introduction of the multi-artery FFR method [9], the 
method was applied to the stenotic LMCA-LAD-LCx arterial con-
figuration, relying heavily on the statistical morphological similar-
ity of the LAD and LCx arteries. Restricted consequently by the 
equality of the mean microvascular resistances associated with 
the LAD and LCx arteries, the multi-artery FFR method in that ar-
ticle could yield just general guidance for the PCI treatment of 
the LMCA-LAD-LCx configuration (Figure 2). 

In this article however, without any dependence on statistics, the 
multi-artery FFR will be shown to have the capability of resolving 
3-artery configurations of Figure 1 in any individual patient. The 
actual ratio δ of the microvascular resistances associated with 
patient's stenotic end artery 3 and non-stenotic end artery 2 (Fig-
ure 1) is regarded in the article as a configurational parameter. 
Given the morphological data of arteries 2 and 3, the detailed 
way of δ calculation is presented in Appendix A,

δ=δ3/2=R3mv/R2mv → R3mv= δ∙ R2mv (8)

It should be stressed at this point that the choice of artery nota-
tion in Figure 1 and in the mathematical equations and formulas 
in this article is not incidental: The stenotic end-artery in this ar-
ticle is always denoted artery 3 whereas the non-stenotic end-
artery is always denoted artery 2. In particular, it should be noted 
that δ of equation (8) is the ratio: 
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δ=[Microvascular resistance associated with stenotic end-ar-
tery]/[Microvascular resistance associated with non stenotic 
end-artery] 

Using the expression FFRtrue(1)=1/(R1s/R2mv+R1s/R3mv+1) one gets

R1s/R2mv=[δ/(1+ δ)]∙[1 – FFRtrue(1)]/FFRtrue(1)                       (9)

R1s/R3mv=[1/(1+ δ)]∙[1 – FFRtrue(1)]/FFRtrue(1)

Combining these expressions and FFRtrue(3)=1/(1+R3s/R3mv) with 
equations (4), one has

FFRapp(1)=1/{[1/(1+ δ)]∙{[1 – FFRtrue(1)]/FFRtrue(1)}∙[FFRtrue(3)+ 
δ]+1}                      (10)

With a value of δ=0.57, equation (10) is used to construct Table 
1 of calculated apparent FFR of artery 1 (Figure 1), FFRapp(1), as a 
function of the auxiliary variables FFRtrue(1) and FFRtrue(3). 

The current numerical values of FFRapp(1) and FFRtrue(3) are al-
ways obtained from the experimental data

FFRapp(1)=Pp/Pa                       (11)

FFRtrue(3)=P3d/Pp

In order to get the current numerical value of FFRtrue(1) by the 
tabular method, the experimental value of FFRapp(1) is crossed 
with the experimental value of FFRtrue(3) in Table 1 (calculated 
with δ=0.57 for the examples of section 4.1) and the user can 
readily figure out the numerical value of FFRtrue(1) that corre-
sponds to the crossing point. 

FFRtrue(1) can be also obtained algebraically from equation (10), 
using the data (11) and the appropriate value of δ: 

FFRtrue(1)=1/{[1/FFRapp(1) - 1]∙(1+ δ)/[FFRtrue(3)+δ]+1} (12)

In the basic single-artery FFR method, FFRtrue does reflect reality 
but not when a significant stenosis-stenosis interaction is pres-
ent. Here the actual Qs/Qo ratio for an artery is given by FFRreal of 
the artery.

Equations (7) and (10) yield

FFRreal(1)={FFRtrue(1)∙[FFRtrue(3)+δ]}/{[1-FFRtrue(1)]∙[FFRtrue(3)+δ]+

[(1+δ)∙FFRtrue(1)]} (13)

Equation (13) is used to construct Table 2 of the calculated values 
of FFRreal(1) as a function of the auxiliary variables FFRtrue(1) and 
FFRtrue(3) for δ=0.57 (Section 4.1). 

Similarly, equations (5) and (10) yield

F F R r e a l ( 2 ) = F F R a p p ( 1 ) = 1 / { [ 1 / ( 1 + δ ) ] ∙ { [ 1 – F F R t r u e ( 1 ) ] /
FFRtrue(1)}∙[FFRtrue(3)+δ]+1} (14)

Using equations (4), (9) and (6) one gets

F F R r e a l( 3 ) = 1 / { [ 1 / ( 1 + δ ) ] ∙ [ 1 - F F R t r u e( 1 ) ] / F F R t r u e( 1 ) + [ 1 /
FFRtrue(3)]∙{1+[δ/(1+δ)]∙[1– FFRtrue(1)]/FFRtrue(1)}}                  (15)

The calculated values of FFRreal(3) for δ=0.57 are listed in Table 3 
as a function of FFRtrue(1) and FFRtrue(3) (Section 4.1). 

Tables 1, 2 and 3 and the various algebraic expressions with 
δ=0.57 will be used to resolve the condition of the stenotic 3-ar-

tery configuration in section 4.1. All other configurations pre-
sented in this article will be resolved only by algebraic expres-
sions, with the appropriate values of δ, since the tabular method 
has been already described at length elsewhere [9].

Assessing a Small Stenotic Side Branch 
The multi-artery FFR method can be used not only to resolve 
the condition of appropriate 3-artery configurations but also to 
handle small stenotic branches splitting off sizable arteries. Coro-
nary 'daughter' arteries are usually of a substantially smaller ra-
dius and therefore of much higher geometrical viscous resistance 
than their 'mother' arteries. Because of the proportionality rela-
tionship between the epicardial and associated microvascular re-
sistances (Appendix A), the microvascular resistance associated 
with a 'daughter' artery is usually also much higher than that as-
sociated with its 'mother' artery. A stenotic 'mother' artery and 
a further downstream concomitant stenotic small 'daughter' ar-
tery is not an uncommon scenario.

The scheme of the 3-artery configuration of Figure 1 can be used 
to illustrate such a 'mother'-'daughter' scenario too. Artery 1 can 
be regarded as the stenotic segment of the 'mother' artery pre-
ceding the split-off point whereas artery 2 can be the non-stenot-
ic remainder of the 'mother' artery. Artery 3 can represent the 
stenotic small 'daughter' artery. Under the circumstances, the 
ratio δ of the microvascular resistances in this scenario,

δ=δ3/2=R3mv/R2mv (16)

can be relatively high, namely 1<< δ.

In order to assess the condition of each artery in this case, the 
FFRreal of the arteries should be approximated under the condi-
tion 1<<δ. The approximation process is mathematically simple, 
one takes δ to tend to infinity (δ→∞) in the various formulas, and 
the approximations are readily obtained. 

Expression (13) yields

FFRreal(1) ≈ FFRtrue(1)                    (17)

 1<<δ 

The approximation of FFRreal(2) can be obtained from expression 
(14),

FFRreal(2) ≈ FFRtrue(1) (18)

 1<<δ 

These approximations should have been expected since artery 2 
in this scenario is the extension of the stenotic 'mother' artery 1 
in Figure 1. Ordinarily, in the absence of strong stenosis-stenosis 
interaction, the small 'daughter' artery 3 has no effect on the siz-
able 'mother' artery, the opposite however is incorrect, as will be 
seen shortly.

FFRreal(3) under the condition 1<<δ can be approximated from 
expression (15),

FFRreal(3) ≈ FFRtrue(1)∙FFRtrue(3)                       (19) 

 1<<δ 
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Expression (19) shows that the 'mother' artery (Arteries 1 and 2) 
does affect the 'daughter' artery 3. It should be noted that by the 
basic single-artery FFR approach, the 'daughter' artery 3 would 
be graded just by FFRtrue(3) but by the multi-artery FFR method 
(which takes into account the actual flow through artery 3), the 
effect of the stenosis in the 'mother' artery does also manifest 
itself (by the presence of FFRtrue(1) in expression (19)).

It should be noted that in practice the beginning of the high limit 
range 1<<δ for the numerical values of δ may depend on circum-
stances. If the stenosis in the stenotic 3-artery configuration are 
in the intermediate range of stenosis severity (usually of high in-
terest to practitioners), even a value of about δ=8.6 may be con-
sidered as belonging to the high range 1<<δ, as far as the validity 
of the high limit approximations is concerned (Example #1). In 
case of a highly stenotic artery within the 3-artery configuration, 
a value of about δ=8.6 may not be high enough (for the high limit 
formulas to be valid) since the strong stenosis-stenosis interac-
tion may give rise to a significant 'daughter' artery effect on the 
'mother' artery (Example #2). It should be noted however that 
the range of 10<δ may already involve too tiny 'daughter' arteries 
with contraindication for PCI. 

In order to make use of the FFRreal approximations made here, 
one needs to approximate the current numerical values of FFR-
true(1) and FFRtrue(3) (in equations (17)-(19)) under the condition 
1<<δ.

Formula (10) for FFRapp(1) yields FFRapp(1) ≈ FFRtrue(1)                    (20)

 1<<δ 

Therefore the approximation of the current numerical value of 
FFRtrue(1) is

FFRtrue(1) ≈ FFRapp(1)=Pp/Pa (21)

 1<< δ

One has also FFRtrue(3)=P3d/Pp for any δ. 

Using these expressions for the current values of FFRtrue(1) and 
FFRtrue(3), the numerical approximations of the current values of 
FFRreal(1), FFRreal(2) and FFRreal(3) are obtained:

FFRreal(1) ≈ Pp/Pa

 1<< δ

FFRreal(2) ≈ Pp/Pa (22) 

 1<< δ

FFRreal(3) ≈ P3d/Pa

 1<< δ

These numerical approximations of the current values of FFR-
real reflect the status of the 'mother' and 'daughter' arteries by 
which one can tell if revascularization is needed or if just medical 
therapy is sufficient.

The Microvascular Effect in Some 
Multi-Artery FFR Applications
The stenotic LMCA-LAD-LCx configuration
The stenotic LMCA-LAD-LCx configuration can be schematically 
represented by Figure 1 if one takes Artery 1 to correspond to 
stenotic LMCA, artery 2 to correspond to non-stenotic LCx and 
artery 3 to correspond to the stenotic LAD artery. The multi-ar-
tery FFR method should be in principle tailored to the morphol-
ogy of the end arteries of the arterial configuration under consid-
eration, the data of which will be listed here. 

In order to obtain the ratio between the geometrical viscous re-
sistances of the two end arteries (the stenotic LAD and non-ste-
notic LCx arteries) the following typical morphological data [10] 
will be used:

Stem of LAD: LLAD=130 mm RLADp=1.85 mm RLADd=0.95 mm          (23)

Stem of LCx: LLCx=80 mm RLCxp=1.73 mm RLCxd=0.65 mm              (24)

Using the notation of Appendix A, one has 

δ= δ3/2=Res3g/Res2g=ResLADg/ResLCxg 

δ={ LLAD/[3∙RLADp
3∙RLADd

3/(RLADp
2+RLADp∙RLADd+RLADd

2)] }/

 { LLCx/[3∙RLCxp
3∙RLCxd

3/(RLCxp
2+RLCxp∙RLCxd+RLCxd

2)] } (25)

Using the morphological data of typical LAD and LCx arteries 
listed here, the calculations yield δ=0.57 and this is the numerical 
value of δ that will be taken for the stenotic LMCA-LAD-LCx 
configuration considered in this section.

In order to demonstrate the effect of δ, for comparison purposes 
the same experimental intracoronary mean pressure values of 
Example #1 in [9] will be employed here too. The microvascular 
resistances associated with the LAD and LCx arteries there were 
taken to be equal, hence the δ used in that example was δ=1 [9]. 
In the example presented here, the calculated value of δ=0.57 
will be used.

Example #1 is the first example to be presented here. The 
resolution will be by the tabular method with an algebraic 
corroboration. 

δ=0.57

The mean pressure values to be used here will be the following:

Pa=100 mm Hg

Pp=86 mm Hg

P3d=73 mm Hg

Table 1 of calculated FFRapp(LM) numerical values (with δ=0.57) 
can be obtained from expression (10) that assumes the following 
form for this example

FFRapp(LM)=1/{[1/(1+ δ)]∙{[1–FFRtrue(LM)]/
FFRtrue(LM)}∙[FFRtrue(LAD)+δ]+1}(26) 
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The current values of FFRapp(LM) and FFRtrue(LAD) can be obtained 
from equations (11):

FFRapp(LM)=Pp/Pa=86/100=0.86

FFRtrue(LAD)=P3d/Pp=73/86=0.85

Crossing these numerical values in Table 1 (and corroborating by 
expression (12)) yields FFRtrue(LM)=0.85 (also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]). 

By equation (5), FFRreal(LCx)= FFRapp(LM)=0.86 (also 0.86 for δ=1 
in [9]).

Table 2 is constructed by formula (13):

FFRreal(LM)={FFRtrue(LM)∙[FFRtrue(LAD)+δ]}/{[1-FFRtrue(LM)]∙[FFRtrue(
LAD)+δ]+[(1+δ)∙FFRtrue(1)]} 

FFRreal(LM) derived from Table 2 (and corroborated by formula 
(13)), is FFRreal(LM)=0.78 (0.80 for δ=1 in [9]).

Formula (15) is used to construct Table 3 of FFRreal(LAD) numerical 
values:

FFR real(LAD)=1/{[1/(1+δ)]∙[1-FFR true(LM)]/FFR true(LM)+[1/
FFRtrue(LAD)]∙{1+[δ/(1+δ)]∙[1-FFRtrue(LM)]/FF Rtrue(LM)}}

The numerical value of FFRreal(LAD), obtained from Table 3 (by 
using the numerical values of FFRtrue(LM) and FFRtrue(LAD)) and 
corroborated by the formula (15), is FFRreal(LAD)= 0.73 (also 0.73 
for δ=1 in [9]).

The FFRreal(LM) and FFRreal(LAD) values in this case are obviously 
not satisfactory. This calls for revascularization measures. 
The trivial option of revascularization of both the LM and LAD 
arteries could definitely prove a solution but it would be, more 
often than not, inferior to a possibly successful option of having 
a revascularization of just one of these arteries that (through 
stenosis-stenosis interaction) would bring FFRreal of the other one 
to an acceptable level. 

The FFRreal values will be therefore obtained from Tables 1,2 
and 3 and corroborated algebraically for the following two 
revascularization options:

Option #1:Revascularization of LM, resulting in FFRtrue(LM)=1.00 
(with current FFRtrue(LAD)=0.85)

Using the FFRtrue values of the LM and LAD arteries, Table 2 and 
corroboration by formula (13) yield FFRreal(LM)=0.90 (0.93 for δ=1 
in [9]). 

FFRreal(LAD) can be obtained from Table 3 (with corroboration by 
formula (15)), FFRreal(LAD)=0.85 (also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]).

FFRreal(LCx) is obtained from Table 1 (corroborated by formula 
(14)): FFRreal(LCx)=1.00 (also 1.00 for δ=1 in [9]).

Option #2:Revascularization of LAD, resulting in FFRtrue(LAD)=1.00 
(with current FFRtrue(LM)=0.85)

Using the FFRtrue values of the LAD and LM arteries, one gets the 
following results:

FFRreal(LM)=0.85 from Table 2 (corroborated by formula (13)) 
(also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]).

FFRreal(LCx)= 0.85 is obtained from Table 1 and corroborated by 
formula (14) (also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]).

From Table 3 one has FFRreal(LAD)= 0.85, corroborated by formula 
(15) (also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]).

Numerically Option #1 seems preferable but if LMCA is 
unprotected, it implies a CABG operation which is not to be taken 
lightly. By the FFRreal values, Option #2 may be regarded nearly 
satisfactory and it seems that it can be regarded acceptable and 
preferable too, under the circumstances.

Example #2 will now be presented with the same intracoronary 
pressures of Example #2 of [9]. The resolution of this example will 
be made here by numerical tabulation with corroboration by the 
appropriate algebraic expressions. 

δ=0.57

Pa=100 mm Hg

Pp=90 mm Hg

P3d=27 mm Hg

Therefore:

FFRapp(LM)=90/100=0.90

FFRtrue(LAD)=27/90=0.30

Crossing these two values in Table 1 (and corroborating by 
equation (12)) indicates that FFRtrue(LM)=0.83 (0.85 for δ=1 in 
[9]).

Crossing this value with FFRtrue(LAD)=0.30 in Table 2 (and 
corroborating by equation (13)), one gets FFRreal(LM)=0.50 (0.58 
for δ=1 in [9]). 

FFRreal(LCx) is given by FFRreal(LCx)=FFRapp(LM)=0.90 (Expression 
(14)) (0.90 for δ=1 in [9]). 

FFRreal(LAD) can be obtained from Table 3 (corroboration by 
equation (15)), FFRreal(LAD)=0.27 (also 0.27 for δ=1 in [9]).

Obviously, the FFRreal(LM) and FFRreal(LAD) values indicate that 
the present condition of the configuration is unacceptable.

Revascularization options:

Option #1: Revascularization of LM, resulting in FFRtrue(LM)=1.00 
(with current FFRtrue(LAD)=0.30 by initial intracoronary pressure 
measurements). 

The FFRreal values of all 3 arteries can be obtained from Tables 1, 2 
and 3 and also from the appropriate algebraic expressions:

FFRreal(LM)=0.5 (by Table 2 and expression (13)) (0.65 for δ=1 in 
[9]).

FFRreal(LCx)= 1.00 (by Table 1 and expression (14)) (also 1.00 for 
δ=1 in [9]).

FFRreal(LAD)= 0.30 (by Table 3 and expression (15)) (also 0.30 for 
δ=1 in [9]).

It is obvious that Option #1 is unacceptable.

Option #2: Revascularization of LAD, resulting in FFRtrue(LAD)=1.00 
(with current FFRtrue(LM)=0.83 by initial intracoronary pressure 
measurements and Table 1), (FFRtrue(LM)=0.85 for δ=1 in [9]). 

The following FFRreal values can be obtained from Tables 1, 2 or 3 
and corroborated by the appropriate algebraic expressions:
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By Table 2 (and expression (13)): FFRreal(LM)=0.83 (0.85 for δ=1 
in [9]).

By Table 1 (and expression (14)): FFRreal(LCx)=0.83 (0.85 for δ=1 
in [9]).

By Table 3 (and expression (15)): FFRreal(LAD)=0.83 (0.85 for δ=1 
in [9]).

Under the circumstances, Option #2 can be regarded as 
acceptable and the preferable course of action. 

It should be noted at this point that in the range FFRtrue(LM) ≥ 
0.30 combined with FFRtrue(LAD) ≥ 0.30, Tables 1, 2 and 3 of 
this article (for which δ=0.57) are almost identical to Tables 
1, 2 and 3 respectively of the article of formal introduction of 
the multi-artery FFR [9] for which δ was δ=1. The preferable 
resolution options of the 3-artery configurations (with identical 
intracoronary pressures) are the same in the two articles (same 

FFRreal values to within ± 0.02) despite the different values of δ. 

Stenotic proxLAD-D1-remainderofLAD 
configuration (Sizable D1)
The first diagonal artery D1 can sometimes be a sizable artery that 
together with the LAD artery constitutes the stenotic '3-artery' 
configuration described in this section. It is assumed that the 
LMCA is stenosis-free so that the aortic pressure is maintained 
all the way to the origin of the proximally stenotic LAD artery 
(neglecting geometrical viscous resistance of the LMCA). The 
same morphology of the LAD artery stem used in section 4.1 
will be used here as well. The artery configuration presented 
in Figure 1 can be used for the illustration of the configuration 
under discussion in this section: Artery 1=stenotic proximal 
segment of LAD, artery 2=non-stenotic remainder of LAD and 
artery 3=sizable stenotic first diagonal (D1) artery. 

Typical morphological data of a sizable stenotic first diagonal 
artery (D1) is taken to be the following [10]:

Stem of D1: LD1=95 mm RD1p=1.20 mm RD1d=0.90 mm

Using the notation of Appendix A, one has

δ=δ3/2=Res3g/Res2g=ResD1g/ResLADg 

δ={LD1/[3∙RD1p
3∙RD1d

3/(RD1p
2+RD1p∙RD1d+RD1d

2)]}/

 {LLAD/[3∙RLADp
3∙RLADd

3/(RLADp
2+RLADp∙RLADd+RLADd

2)]} 

It should be noted that D1 is the stenotic end-artery here (and its 
data is therefore put in the numerator) whereas the remainder of 
the LAD artery is regarded as the non-stenotic end-artery.

Using the morphological data listed here, δ=1.72 and this is 
the numerical value of δ that will be taken for the proxLAD-D1-
remainderofLAD configuration in this section. Note that the 
geometrical viscous resistance of the non-stenotic remainder of 
the LAD artery is approximated here by the geometrical viscous 
resistance of the whole LAD artery. This is still a very good 
approximation because the geometrical viscous resistance per 
unit length of the proximal part of the LAD artery is negligible 
compared to that of the remainder of the LAD artery because of 
the relatively large arterial radius within the proximal segment.

In the following, two examples of stenosis assessment within the 
configuration under consideration will be presented for δ=1.72 
with the same intracoronary pressures as in the two examples 
of section 4.1 of this article. For the purpose of comparison, 
the intracoronary pressures are also identical to those in the 
examples presented in [9].

Because of lack of space for additional tables, in this section 
the '3-artery' configuration will not be resolved by the tabular 
method but by the appropriate algebraic expressions. 

Example #1 will be presented here with the following 
intracoronary mean pressures:

δ=1.72

Pa=100 mm Hg

Pp=86 mm Hg

P3d=73 mm Hg

The current values of FFRapp(proxLAD) and FFRtrue(D1) can be 
obtained from Equations (11):

FFRapp(proxLAD)=FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=Pp/Pa=86/100=0.86

FFRtrue(D1)=P3d/Pp=73/86=0.85

FFRtrue(proxLAD) obtained from expression (12) is:

FFRtrue(proxLAD)= 0.85 (also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]).

This value of FFRtrue(proxLAD) can be used in expression (13) in 
order to obtain FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.81 (0.80 for δ=1 in [9]).

Similarly, FFRreal(D1) can be calculated by expression (15):

FFRreal(D1)=0.73 (also 0.73 for δ=1 in [9]).

The FFRreal values of the proximal LAD and of the first diagonal 
artery D1 indicate that a revascularization is required. The 
possibility of revascularization of just one of the two arteries will 
be explored here.

Option #1-revascularization of the proximal LAD artery, resulting 
in FFRtrue(proxLAD)=1.00 (with FFRtrue(D1)=0.85).

By expressions (13) and (14),

FFRreal(proxLAD)= 0.94 (0.93 for δ=1 in [9]).

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=1.00 (also 1.00 for 
δ=1 in [9]).

Similarly, by expression (15),

FFRreal(D1)= FFRtrue(D1)=0.85 (also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]).

This option is evidently acceptable but Option #2 needs to be 
checked in order to conclude which one is preferable.

Option #2-revascularization of the D1 artery, resulting in 
FFRtrue(D1)=1.00 (with FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.85).

Under this condition, the calculations yield

FFRreal(proxLAD)= 0.85 (also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]).

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=0.85 (also 0.85 for 
δ=1 in [9]).
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FFRreal(D1)= 0.85 (also 0.85 for δ=1 in [9]).

This option seems acceptable too but Option #1 leaves LAD 
artery in a better condition than in Option #2, therefore Option 
#1 is preferable.

Example #2 will now be presented with the same intracoronary 
pressures of Example #2 of section 4.1 and of [9]. 

δ=1.72

Pa=100 mm Hg

Pp=90 mm Hg

P3d=27 mm Hg

Therefore:

FFRapp(proxLAD)=FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=Pp/Pa=90/100=0.90

FFRtrue(D1)=P3d/Pp=27/90=0.30

FFRtrue(proxLAD) can be obtained from equation (12) 

FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.87 (0.85 for δ=1 in [9]). 

FFRreal(proxLAD) from equation (13) is:

FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.67 (0.58 for δ=1 in [9]). 

FFRreal(remainder of LAD) is given by FFRreal(remainder of 
LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=0.90 (Equation (14)) (also 0.90 for δ=1 in 
[9]).

FFRreal(D1) can be obtained from equation (15),

FFRreal(D1)=0.27 (also 0.27 for δ=1 in [9]).

By the FFRreal(proxLAD) and FFRreal(D1) values, it is obvious that 
the condition of the configuration is unacceptable.

Revascularization options:

Option #1: Revascularization of proxLAD, resulting in 
FFRtrue(proxLAD)=1.00 (with current FFRtrue(D1)=0.30).

FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.74 (by expression (13)) (0.65 for δ=1 in [9]).

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=1.00 (by expression (14)) (also 1.00 for 
δ=1 in [9]).

FFRreal(D1)= 0.30 (by expression (15)) (also 0.30 for δ=1 in [9]).

It is obvious that Option #1 is unacceptable.

Option #2: Revascularization of D1, resulting in FFRtrue(D1)=1.00 
(with FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.87).

By expression (13): 

FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.87 (0.85 for δ=1 in [9]). 

By expression (14):

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=0.87 (0.85 for δ=1 in 
[9]).

By expression (15):

FFRreal(D1)=0.87 (0.85 for δ=1 in [9]). 

By the FFRreal values of the arteries of the configuration, Option 
#2 can be regarded as an acceptable and the preferable course 

of action. 

Stenotic proxLAD-D1-remainderofLAD 
configuration (ordinary D1)
Despite the title of this section and the specific numerical data 
used in it, the section and its formulas can be used for any 
common stenotic 'mother'-'daughter' arterial configuration in 
which the 'daughter' artery is a side branch much smaller than 
the 'mother' artery with a split-off point after the location of 
stenosis in the 'mother' artery.

In the configuration discussed in this section, the LAD artery is 
stenotic in its proximal part (Artery 1 in Figure 1) with the rest 
of LAD artery being stenosis-free (Artery 2 in Figure 1). The LAD 
artery is preceded by a non-stenotic LMCA so the LAD proximal 
pressure is the aortic pressure to a very good approximation. 
The LAD artery stem is morphologically identical to the one in 
sections 4.1 and 4.2. The stenotic first diagonal artery D1 is of 
normal size (Artery 3 in Figure 1) and it is therefore much smaller 
than its LAD 'mother' artery [10]. 

The morphological data of a typical first diagonal artery (D1) is 
taken to be [10]:

Stem of D1 : LD1=89 mm RD1p=1.00 mm RD1d=0.50 mm

Using the notation of Appendix A, one has

δ=δ3/2=Res3g/Res2g=ResD1g/ResLADg 

δ={ LD1/[3∙RD1p
3∙RD1d

3/(RD1p
2+RD1p∙RD1d+RD1d

2)] }/

 {LLAD/[3∙RLADp
3∙RLADd

3/(RLADp
2+RLADp∙RLADd+RLADd

2)] } 

Using the morphological data of the D1 and LAD arteries (listed 
here and in section 4.1), the calculations yield δ=8.58 and this 
is the numerical value of δ that will be taken for the exact 
calculations concerning the proxLAD-D1-remainderofLAD 
configuration considered in this section. The results will be then 
compared with those obtained from approximation formulas in 
the limit 1<< δ. 

It should be noted that the geometrical viscous resistance of the 
non-stenotic remainder of the LAD artery is approximated here 
by the geometrical viscous resistance of the whole LAD artery. 
As indicated already in section, this is absolutely justifiable 
because the geometrical viscous resistance per unit length of the 
proximal part of the LAD artery is negligible compared to that of 
the remainder of the LAD artery because of the substantial radial 
difference. 

In the following, two examples of stenosis assessment within the 
configuration under consideration will be presented for δ=8.58 
(and then compared with approximations of section 3.3 for the 
limit 1<< δ) with the same intracoronary pressures as in the two 
examples of sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this article. The intracoronary 
pressures are also identical to those in [9]. Because of lack of 
space, the '3-artery' configuration here will be resolved only by 
algebraic expressions given in this article.

Example #1 presented with the same intracoronary pressures of 
Example #1 of sections 4.1, 4.2 and of [9]. 
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δ=8.58

The intracoronary mean pressures in this example are:

Pa=100 mm Hg

Pp=86 mm Hg

P3d=73 mm Hg

By equations (11), the current values of FFRapp(proxLAD) and 
FFRtrue(D1) are:

FFRapp(proxLAD)=FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=Pp/Pa=86/100=0.86

FFRtrue(D1) =P3d/Pp=73/86=0.85

FFRtrue(proxLAD) can be obtained from expression (12):

FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.86

This value of FFRtrue(proxLAD) can be used in expression (13) in 
order to obtain FFRreal(proxLAD):

FFRreal(proxLAD) =0.85

If instead of using this exact formula with δ=8.58, one uses the 
approximations (17), (20) and (21) in the limit 1<< δ, then

FFRreal(proxLAD)≈FFRtrue(proxLAD)≈FFRapp(proxLAD)=0.86

 1<< δ 

This is obviously a very good approximation of the calculated 
exact value of FFRreal(proxLAD) for δ=8.58.

Similarly, FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=0.86, for 
δ=8.58. 

In the limit 1<< δ, by approximations (18), (20) and (21) one has

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=0.86

1<< δ 

which is equal to the calculated exact value of FFRreal(remainder 
of LAD) for δ=8.58 here.

Turning to FFRreal(D1), expression (15) yields the exact value for 
δ=8.58:

FFRreal(D1) =0.73. 

In the limit 1<< δ, approximations (19) and (20) yield

FFRreal(D1) ≈FFRtrue(proxLAD)∙FFRtrue(D1) 
≈FFRapp(proxLAD)∙FFRtrue(D1) =0.73

1<< δ 

which is equal to the exact calculated value of FFRreal(D1) for 
δ=8.58.

The FFRreal value of the first diagonal artery D1 indicates that a 
revascularization is required. The possibility of resolving the 
'3-artery' configuration by revascularizing just one of the two 
stenotic arteries will be explored here.

Option #1-revascularization of the proximal LAD artery, resulting 
in FFRtrue(proxLAD)=1.00 (with FFRtrue(D1) =0.85).

By expressions (13) and (14),

FFRreal(proxLAD)= 0.98 and

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=1.00 for δ=8.58.

In the limit 1<< δ one has 

FFRreal(proxLAD)≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)=1.00

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)=1.00

by expressions (17) and (18) respectively. 

By expression (15) one has

FFRreal(D1)=FFRtrue(D1)=0.85 for δ=8.58.

In the limit 1<< δ one also gets FFRreal(D1)≈(1.00)∙(0.85)=0.85 by 
expressions (19) and (22).

This option is evidently acceptable but Option #2 needs to be 
checked in order to conclude which one is preferable.

Option #2-revascularization of the D1 artery, resulting in 
FFRtrue(D1)=1.00 (with FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.86, as has been found 
in this example).

Under these conditions, the calculations yield for δ=8.58

FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.86 by expression (13)

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)= 0.86 by expression 
(14)

FFRreal(D1)=0.86 by expression (15).

In the 1<< δ limit one gets the same FFRreal values by using 
expressions (17), (18) and (19).

Option #2 seems acceptable too but Option #1 leaves LAD artery 
in a substantially better condition than in Option #2, therefore 
Option #1 is preferable.

Example #2 will now be presented with the same intracoronary 
pressures of Example #2 of sections 4.1 and 4.2 and of [9]. 

δ=8.58

Pa=100 mm Hg

Pp=90 mm Hg

P3d=27 mm Hg

Therefore:

FFRapp(proxLAD)=FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=Pp/Pa=90/100=0.90

FFRtrue(D1)=P3d/Pp=27/90=0.30

FFRtrue(proxLAD) can be obtained from equation (12) for δ=8.58 

FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.89

In the high limit of 1<< δ one has by approximation (Equation 
(21))

FFRtrue(proxLAD)≈90/100=0.90 

1<< δ
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which is in very good agreement with the calculated exact value 
for δ=8.58.

We'll calculate now FFRreal(proxLAD) from equation (13) for 
δ=8.58

FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.83.

The high limit approximation (Equation (17)) yields

FFRreal(proxLAD)≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)≈0.90

1<< δ 1<< δ 

This high limit FFRreal(proxLAD) approximation deviates 
significantly from the calculated exact value.

The deviation is partly due to the current δ value of δ=8.58. 
Under the circumstances of Example#2 here, this δ value is not 
sufficiently high to moderate the main effect of reduction of 
FFRreal(proxLAD) by the highly stenotic D1, through the strong 
stenosis-stenosis interaction. For mathematical demonstration, 
calculations show that FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.84 for δ=10 and that 
FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.86 for δ=20, approaching mathematically 
the high limit (1<< δ) value of 0.90. It should be however noted 
in passing that usually for about 10<δ the 'daughter' artery is 
already so tiny that it is contraindicated for PCI.

FFRreal(remainder of LAD) is given by FFRreal(remainder of 
LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=0.90 (Expression (14)).

In the high δ limit FFRreal(remainder of LAD) is given by (Equation 
(18))

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)≈0.90 

1<< δ in very good agreement with the calculated exact value.

FFRreal(D1) for δ=8.58 can be obtained from Equation (15),

FFRreal(D1) =0.27

In the limit 1<< δ, from approximations (22) one has

FFRreal(D1)≈0.27

1<< δ in very good agreement with the calculated exact value for 
δ=8.58. 

By FFRreal(D1), it is obvious that the condition of the configuration 
is unacceptable.

Revascularization options:

Option#1: Revascularization of proxLAD, resulting in 
FFRtrue(proxLAD)=1.00, (with FFRtrue(D1) =0.30).

FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.93 for δ=8.58 (by expression (13)).

FFRreal(proxLAD) ≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)=1.00 in the 1<< δ limit (by 
equation (17)) 

FFRreal(remainder of LAD)=1.00 for δ=8.58 (by expression (14))

FFRreal(remainder o fLAD)≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)=1.00 in the 1<< δ 
limit (Equation (18)) 

FFRreal(D1)=0.30 for δ=8.58 (by expression (15))

FFRreal(D1) ≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)∙ FFRtrue(D1)=(1.00) ∙ (0.30) =0.30 in 
the 1<< δ limit (Equation (19))

It is obvious that Option #1 is unacceptable, in this case the first 
diagonal artery D1 cannot be relieved indirectly.

Option #2: Revascularization of D1, resulting in FFRtrue(D1)=1.00, 
(with FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.89 and the 1<< δ high limit value of 
FFRtrue(proxLAD)≈0.90).

By expression (13) for δ=8.58, FFRreal(proxLAD)=0.89. 

In the 1<< δ limit it is FFRreal(proxLAD)≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.90.

By expression (14) for δ=8.58, FFRreal(remainder of 
LAD)=FFRapp(proxLAD)=0.89.

The 1<< δ high limit yields FFRreal(remainder of LAD)≈ 
FFRtrue(proxLAD)=0.90.

By expression (15) for δ=8.58, FFRreal(D1) =0.89.

In the 1<< δ limit it is FFRreal(D1) ≈ FFRtrue(proxLAD)∙ FFRtrue(D1) 
=0.90.

By the FFRreal values of the arteries of the configuration, Option 
#2 is acceptable and clearly the preferable course of action.

Discussion
In the formal introduction of the multi-artery FFR the method 
was applied to the stenotic 3-artery configuration consisting of 
stenotic LMCA, stenotic LAD and non-stenotic LCx end-arteries 
[9]. The mean microvascular resistances associated with the 
LAD and LCx arteries were taken to be equal on the grounds of 
statistically very close morphological similarity of the two arteries 
[10,11]. With the ratio of the mean microvascular resistances of 
the end-arteries being consequently equal to 1, the actual FFR 
(denoted FFRreal) of each of the 3 arteries of the configuration 
was dependent on the two auxiliary variables FFRtrue(LM) and 
FFRtrue(LAD) [9]. Being based in part on dimensional mean values, 
the multi-artery FFR seemed capable of providing the practitioner 
with just general guidance. In real practice, however general 
guidance is not sufficient, the method is expected to provide a 
specific resolution tailored to each 3-artery stenotic configuration 
of the individual patient. To this end, the exact morphology 
of the two configurational end-arteries should be taken into 
account, in order to obtain the microvascular resistances ratio δ 
of their stems (Appendices A and B). However, dealing with the 
morphology of the two end-arteries in each PCI procedure would 
create a very undesirable mixture of elaborate angiographic 
dimensional measurements and calculations, in addition to the 
ordinary FFR intracoronary pressure measurements. As this 
might adversely affect the acceptance of the multi-artery FFR 
method in the PCI practice, this issue has been explored in depth 
in this article.

A careful examination of Table 1 (FFRreal(2)), Table 2 (FFRreal(1)) and 
Table 3 (FFRreal(3)) of [9] and of this article shows the following:

1) Despite the differences in the ratios of the microvascular 
resistances (δ=1 in [9] and δ=0.57, δ=1.72 in this article) 
the corresponding tables are almost identical. The tables 
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associated with δ=0.57 and δ=1.72, when compared 
to the corresponding ones in [9], show a difference of 
corresponding table elements of not more than ±0.04 
within the practical range of the FFRtrue auxiliary variables, 
0.3 ≤ FFRtrue(1) and 0.3 ≤ FFRtrue(3) in each table, and even 
less (± 0.02) within the intermediate stenosis severity 
range of each table. The 3 Tables of δ=1.72 have been 
calculated separately and taken into account but are 
not shown in this article. Just for comparison and for 
illustration purposes, the FFRreal numerical values of the 
table elements in the δ=1.72 tables for the extreme 
point FFRtrue(1)=FFRtrue(3)= 0.30 are: FFRreal(1)=0.27, 
FFRreal(2)=0.37 and FFRreal(3)=0.11.

2) In the presence of stenosis-stenosis interaction no artery 
retains its basic FFRtrue, it is transformed into a different 
actual FFRreal. In Table 1 the FFRreal(2) of the non-stenotic 
artery 2 (which is also FFRapp(1)) is shown (Figure 1). It 
is clearly seen that FFRreal(2) decreases when Artery 1 is 
more stenotic (smaller FFRtrue(1)) because part of the 
reduced blood output of artery 1 goes through artery 2. 
Also, FFRreal(2) increases when artery 3 is more stenotic 
(smaller FFRtrue(3)) because the blood flows in artery 2 
and artery 3 are competing with each other. In Table 2 
it can be seen that FFRreal(1) naturally decreases when 
artery 1 is more stenotic and it also decreases when 
artery 3 is more stenotic because the outflow of artery 
1 encounters then a higher total resistance. In Table 3 
the FFRreal(3) naturally decreases when artery 3 is more 
stenotic and also when artery 1 (that provides its inflow) 
is more stenotic. The immediate conclusion from the very 
close similarity of the appropriate tables corresponding 
to δ=0.57, δ=1 and δ=1.72 is that in resolving stenotic 
3-artery configurations of sizable arteries (like in [9]) there 
is practically no need to recalculate δ when going from 
one patient to another. One can simply use the 3 Tables 
of [9], with δ=1, (preferably with a finer scale resolution 
of ΔFFRtrue=0.02 for the auxiliary variables FFRtrue(1) and 
FFRtrue(3), compatible with the accuracy of FFRreal of the 
arteries within the low and intermediate stenosis severity 
ranges) for obtaining FFRreal of each of the 3 arteries of 
the stenotic configuration: Table 1-FFRreal for non-stenotic 
end-artery 2, Table 2 -FFRreal for stenotic conductance 
artery 1, Table 3-FFRreal for stenotic end-artery 3-see all 
arteries in Figure 1). 

The multi-artery FFR method has been applied in this article to 
two types of examples of stenotic 3-artery configurations in which 
intracoronary pressure measurement readings are identical to 
those obtained in Example #1 and Example #2 respectively of 
the article of formal introduction of the multi-artery FFR method 
[9]. The corresponding examples are marked accordingly in this 
article. There is an important difference between the two types 
of examples. In Example #1 of [9] the 2 stenotic arteries of the 
configuration are the conductance artery LMCA and the LAD end-
artery (their counterparts being artery 1 and artery 3 respectively 
in Figure 1). The stenosis severity of both stenotic arteries in 

this type of example is in the low-intermediate stenosis severity 
range (basic FFRtrue=0.85). In Example #2 of [9] however the 
same 2 arteries are stenotic but while the stenosis of LMCA is 
in the low-intermediate severity range (basic FFRtrue=0.85), the 
LAD artery by itself is extremely stenotic (FFRtrue(LAD)=0.30). The 
same holds true for the corresponding examples and appropriate 
arteries in the 4.1 and 4.2 sections of this article.

It should be noted that unlike in [9], in this article the reason for 
suggesting the use of the FFRreal tables that correspond to δ=1 
for handling stenotic 3-artery configurations of sizable coronary 
arteries in the multi-artery FFR method in PCI procedures, is en-
tirely different. Despite the inequality of the microvascular resis-
tances associated with the end arteries of different patients, the 
use of the FFRreal tables that correspond to δ=1 is suggested for 
the following reasons. In any stenotic 3-artery configuration of 
sizable coronary arteries with end arteries A and B, if A is stenotic 
and B is not, then δ=δ1=RAmv/RBmv. Let's assume (without loss of 
generality) that δ1 > 1. If the roles of A and B are interchanged, 
namely if B is stenotic and A is not, then δ=δ2 =RBmv/RAmv=1/δ1<1. 
It is therefore evident that the relevant δ values are in the prox-
imity of δ=1. Furthermore, as found from the examination of the 
tables and examples, maintaining δ constant at δ=1, the multi-
artery FFR method is accurate for stenotic 3-artery configura-
tions with stenoses in the low and intermediate stenosis severity 
ranges (like in the examples of the type of Example #1) and less 
accurate for stenotic 3-artery configurations in the high stenosis 
severity range (like in Example #2-type examples). With the δ=1 
tables the method can be applied to stenotic 3-artery configura-
tions of sizable arteries within their statistical range of morpho-
logical variations (radii, rates of tapering and lengths) that rough-
ly correspond to the range 0.6 ≤ δ ≤ 1.7. As indicated already, this 
range covers also the possibility of end-arteries switching 'roles' 
in a 3-artery configuration (e.g. LCx being stenotic and LAD being 
stenosis-free in the examples of section 4.1 which boils down to 
using the inverse of δ, δ= 1/0.57 =1.75, instead of δ=0.57 in those 
examples).

The restriction imposed on the 3-artery configurations subjected 
to the multi-artery FFR method in this article, of having just one 
stenotic end-artery, is not to be taken lightly. This has been the 
'price' for using the tabular method which would be otherwise 
not feasible. However, 3-artery configurations with both end-
arteries stenotic are not less common [12]. In practice, circum-
stances are sometimes favorable and in such cases one of the 
end arteries may be of negligible stenosis and can be regarded as 
stenosis-free, enabling the use of a tabular method or alternately 
it may be extremely stenotic, calling clearly for revascularization 
that would reduce the problem to a 2-dimensional level. With 
this being said, the 'one stenotic end-artery' restriction neverthe-
less remains a downside. Although this issue can be in principle 
resolved, doing it and yet retaining user-friendly mathematics in 
the process might not be a trivial matter. 

A very useful by-product of the multi-artery FFR analysis in this 
article is the applicability of the method to common stenotic 
'mother'-'daughter' configurations (sizable 'mother' artery and 
relatively tiny 'daughter' artery branch) often encountered in 
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the PCI practice. From the examples of section 4.3 it can be seen 
that stenosis-stenosis interactions can be very influential in these 
configurations too. The high limit (1<< δ) simple formulas of sec-
tion 3.3 can be considered already valid for δ=8.58 in cases of 
low-intermediate stenosis severity (Example #1 in section 4.3). 
In the presence of strong stenosis-stenosis interaction (Example 
#2 in section 4.3) however, even a considerably higher numerical 
value of δ cannot offset the suppression of FFRreal(1) by the ste-
nosis-stenosis interaction and the high limit (1<< δ) formulas are 
not valid. Furthermore, considering the normal sizes of the ma-
jor coronary arteries, going beyond about δ~10 implies tiny side 
branches that are already contraindicated for PCI. This however 
does not constitute a hindrance since the only stenotic 'mother'-
'daughter' configurations of interest to the practitioner, also for 
FFR application, are usually the ones with stenoses in the low-
intermediate severity ranges (cases like Example #1 in section 
4.3) and in these configurations the high limit (1<< δ) formulas of 
section 3.3 are valid and can be readily used.

The multi-artery FFR method, perhaps despite the first impres-
sion created by the abundance of mathematical expressions in 
this article, involves no direct mathematics at all on the part of 
the practitioner in the assessment of 3-artery configurations 
dealt with in this article during the PCI procedure. All that the 
practitioner should do in real time is to apply the tabular method 
in order to assess the current condition of the 3-artery configura-
tion and to evaluate the outcome of possible revascularization 
options. The creation of hard copies of the 3 FFRreal tables (with 
δ=1 and of resolution ΔFFRtrue=0.02) is an advance act performed 

only once and the tables are then applicable to an appropriate 
stenotic 3-artery configuration of sizable coronary arteries (like 
in Example #1 in sections 4.1 and 4.2). It should be noted at this 
point that attempting a finer scale resolution of ΔFFRtrue=0.01 
would not be justifiable on the grounds of accuracy within the 
δ range under consideration and would result in physically very 
large and inconvenient tables that the practitioner would need 
to move across a computer screen in order to access individual 
table elements. The mathematics in this article is even simpler 
when dealing with stenotic 'mother'-'daughter' configurations 
(like in Example #1 in section 4.3) that are resolved by the high 
limit (1<< δ) FFRreal very simple formulas (22) obtained directly 
from the measured intravascular pressure readings (see section 
3.3) that to some extent can remind the reader of the simplicity 
of the mathematics of the basic single-artery FFR method. 

This article opens the way for a wide use of the multi-artery FFR 
method, by FFR and iFR techniques, in accurate resolutions of ap-
propriate stenotic 3-artery configurations of sizable arteries and 
appropriate stenotic 'mother'-'daughter' configurations com-
monly encountered in the PCI practice. There is no more need to 
use single-artery FFR approximations in such cases since they are 
valid only in the very low stenosis severity limit [6-8] but prove 
erroneous and even misleading in the intermediate and high ste-
nosis severity ranges [9]. The multi-artery FFR method can be 
applied to these configurations in the low-intermediate stenosis 
severity ranges with an accuracy of better than ± 0.02 for FFRreal 
of the constituent arteries (Example#1-type examples of sections 
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3).
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